
Annual General Meeting  -  Sunday 23rd April 2017.

Church Wardens’ Report.

Worship.

Our pattern of regular worship has continued to be Sunday mornings 1st & 3rd Sundays, Eucharist 
and 2nd & 4th Sundays Morning Prayer with Taize-style on the 5th Sunday. A wide variety of 
themes have been explored during the year. Numbers average around 35. The FISH group also 
meet during the Sunday morning service. The Sunday evening pattern now sees Open Table 
gathering on the 1st and 3rd Sundays, Celtic/healing on the 2nd and recently “What’s so Special?” 
on the 4th Sunday, in place of Spirit and Song.

A group of about a dozen  has continued to meet for Morning Prayer on Wednesdays. 

We try to reflect our Creative, Progressive, Inclusive ethos in our worship with a variety of people 
involved : planning, presenting, presiding, creating artwork and displays and offering music.

People.

We’ve always acknowledged that St Bride’s is a fluid community, reflecting the realities of modern 
life and work. It’s been a joy to welcome new friends, including some refugees and those seeking 
asylum, adding to the richness of our community. Also on the “plus” side Helen Parker-Jervis (PJ) 
commenced her role as University Chaplaincy intern. But inevitably there have been farewells too. 
As well as the Elsmores (see below) we marked the retirement of Ruth Stock as Minister for 
Mission and Development. John and Helen Jelfs’ move to be nearer to their family reminded us 
anew of their huge contribution in shaping the life of St Bride’s in leadership, music and spirituality. 

The Team Rector.

In April it was announced that the Team Rector, Canon Guy Elsmore, had been appointed 
Archdeacon of Buckingham in the Diocese of Oxford. This represented both challenge and 
opportunity for St Luke-in-the-City and for St Bride’s. Following a farewell service for Guy, Petra, 
Marcus and Lucy on 3rd July a number of people were able to join the service of Collation at Christ 
Church Cathedral in Oxford on 18th July.

Almost immediately,the process of seeking a new Team Rector began. A series of meetings 
involving all the “stakeholders” produced a Parish Profile and also decided which church and 
parish representatives would be involved in the shortlisting and interview process. We were 
pleased with the level of interest expressed in the post and following parish tours and informal 
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chats, three candidates were interviewed on 17th January. Shortly after, we were able to announce 
that Revd Dr Miranda Thelfall-Holmes had been offered the post and had accepted.

Miranda, her husband Phil and their three children Noah, Tobias and Zoe expect to move to 
Liverpool in late July before her Induction at St Dunstan’s on 10th August.

Leadership.

As acting Team Rector, Revd Mark Waters has provided oversight, support and advice during the 
vacancy. We have found that Guy Elsmore’s dispersed leadership style left us well prepared to 
cope with the challenge of what will be a 13-month vacancy. The District Church Council (aka Core 
Community) has met monthly with Martin Randall in the Chair. These regular meetings have 
helped to ensure a sense of “business as usual” rather than simply lapsing into limbo and have re-
asserted the model of true shared leadership and responsibility.

Crucial to this leadership model has been the further devolution of specific tasks to key working 
groups who in turn feed back to the Core Community:

The Worship Planning Group has met to plan all aspects of worship, both for Sundays and also 
for festivals and other special occasions : initiating themes and series; ensuring that all services 
are covered. This is an open, participatory group. The Pastoral Care Team has a remit to consider 
how individuals within the congregation and in the community are cared for and supported, a 
particular priority during the vacancy. A Dementia Friends Information Session was held on 27 
February, and a further date is in the diary. The Marketing Group is responsible for all aspects of 
our “outward facing” communication. A Welcome Pack is being produced and the website has been 
completely re-designed following nearly two years of development. In the three months to 15.04.17 
we had around 210 unique visitors the website each week. In early February , around the time of 
the announcement of the new Team Rector and our church response to the Bishops’ report on 
same sex relationships, the response rate was even higher - up to1435 visitors in a week.

St Bride’s Finances

(The accounts for the year will be presented as a separate item during the AGM)

The Core Community took the decision to transfer to the Parish Giving Scheme for regular givers 
and to date 13 St Bride’s members have signed up. The scheme manages regular donations and 
collects the Gift Aid in a way which largely removes the burden from our Treasurer. More recently 
we have explored on-line giving and giving via. a text message and it is hoped that these will go 
live very shortly.

Without going into great detail, it is clear that St Bride’s day-to-day expenditure is not being 
matched by income (which includes rental for the use of the building as well as regular giving by 
the congregation). A deficit of at least £9000/year is presently being met from our reserves - but 
this cannot continue for very much longer. This was addressed during a presentation in January 
and remains a significant challenge to everyone who is committed to St Bride’s and what it stands 
for.

St Bride’s Building.

The Building Project Group has met monthly during the year, with Peter Brack acting as Project 
Manager. The intentions and ideas which emerged from the Appreciative Enquiry process 
alongside the needs and comments of our regular building users led to the production of a design 
brief. This enabled Paul Ashton to produce what we have called our Concept Plan, the overall 
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shape and design for the re-imagined St Bride’s, but without any engineering or architectural detail. 
This was launched within the congregation in late October and more widely presented at an Open 
Day on 10th December, followed by a presentation to the Diocesan Advisory Committee  on 13th 
December. Initial responses have been overwhelmingly positive.

Initial indicative costs are in the region of £2.4m with the likely final cost to be nearer £3m

The next crucial step was the submission of a formal application to the Heritage Lottery Fund for 
£2.2m on 8th March. Our initial site meeting with HLF will take place on 24th April.

Whilst looking to the future of our building, much energy has gone into more immediate concerns. 
Storm Doris blew through in late February causing significant damage to the roof and leading to 
serious water ingress. A combination of permanent and more short-term repairs should leave us 
watertight for the next few years with our insurers meeting most of the cost.

We are also aware that the heavy (though welcome) use of the building means correspondingly 
heavy “wear and tear”, with our facilities becoming both dilapidated and outdated. In particular, 
some re-fitting of the kitchen will be required in order to meet basic food and hygiene standards.

External maintenance has been minimal with repairs and some refurbishment of the windows 
being the only major work undertaken. Our friends at KIND have undertaken basic grounds 
maintenance, so that the environment is reasonable tidy but again, wear and tear has left the 
“roadway” badly in need of re-building.

Looking “inwards”…..

Features of St Bride’s designed to deepen our spiritual, theological and emotional lives have 
continued during the year.

The Theology and Modernity strand welcomed James Woodward in Ageing; Bishop Alan Wilson 
on Marriage and John Goodchild asking questions about the Virgin Birth. Francis Bennett shared 
with us “Living from the Heart”; Jane Duncan Rogers took “Love Knows No Boundaries” as her 
theme and Gillian Ahlgren in the Spirituality and Awakening series. Ray Simpson from the 
Community of Aiden and Hilda stayed with us for a few days in April, walking the parish, praying in 
the City and talking with us about High Street Monasteries. 

The Parish Weekend in September at the Windermere Centre took a slightly different approach to 
going away together and succeeded in being genuinely inclusive as well as refreshing, inspirational 
and participatory. 

Three Soul Friend groups have continued to meet regularly throughout the year, allowing space 
for the sharing of a simple meal and quiet listening to one another. The groups enjoyed a 
Community Day at St Joseph’s Prayer Centre in Formby in early May. Hospitality has been 
offered with occasional Bring & Share lunches and regular Brunching Out after church on Sundays

Other occasional gatherings such as Knit and Natter offer opportunities to deepen friendship and 
offer support. 

Looking “outwards”…..

Our church building continues to be well used by a number of groups and organisations who value 
not only its strategic location but the welcoming and safe atmosphere which reflects our core 
values. And this despite the “shabby chic” of our facilities! Our regular users include Red Cross, 
MRANG, Hope+, Meals for the homeless, i-choir, Socialist Singers, NA, Yoga.
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Where possible we like to respond to request for occasional and one-off use. Amongst others we 
have welcomed an RSCM Summer School; HIV testing sessions; the Love Canning 
Neighbourhood Planning Group; the Progressive Christianity Network.

As a largely “gathered” community it is easy to neglect our role as the parish church. Weddings 
and baptisms are numerically few in number but are always welcomed. Our two Freecycle days  
(June and December) were an opportunity to open the church doors and invite people to come in - 
as well as taking away some useful bits and pieces!

Our stand for truth and justice in the name of the Kingdom of God has drawn us into advocating for 
the rights of individual asylum seekers; working for Peace with Justice in Israel/Palestine and 
hearing at first hand about the work of the Ecumenical Accompaniment Programme. Our regular 
pop-up shop selling Fair Trade and ethically produced goods reminds us of continuing injustice and 
exploitation - and what we can do to make a difference.

Looking “all around”…..

We sometimes underestimate the wider significance of what St Bride’s is, does and stands for - 
forgetting that in some aspects we command a national profile.

So it was on 20 February when we hosted the northern launch of Appreciating Church - in which St 
Bride’s itself and Open Table were significant case studies.

Again, at the regional gathering of Inclusive Church at St Bride’s on 18th March we heard that the 
NW of England has a nationally significant cluster of Inclusive churches.

The national importance of Open Table is reflected in a separate report.

Open Table 2016-17 
 

The past 12 months have been eventful for the Open Table community, starting with Archdeacon 
Ricky commissioning Warren and Kieran as Local Missional Leaders in late March. In June we had 
the largest attendance at a monthly communion service - 42 came to take part in the vigil for the 
victims of the Orlando nightclub shooting - and a brief history of Open Table was published 
in Journeys in Grace and Truth, edited by Jayne Ozanne, which was sent to all the members of 
General Synod. In July, 24 members of the OT communities in Liverpool, Manchester, Warrington 
and North Wales came together in Warrington for an 'Appreciating Open Table' day to work on 
sharing our vision and values to guide the direction of OT over the next three years. A report on 
this day was published as a case study in the Appreciating Church book in February 2017. 


Also in July, we started a bring-and-share agape meal on the first Sunday evening of the month, 
celebrated our eighth birthday, had our best ever turnout for the Liverpool Pride march, and ran a 
community stall over the Pride weekend. Our aim with the community stall was to create a safe 
sacred space in the festival marquee, a 'prayer station' to encourage people to engage in 
conversation and to give people a flavour of the welcome they may expect if they come to Open 
Table. 162 people left messages over the two day festival, more than double the number we 
engaged with at the community stall at Liverpool Pride in 2015. For the first time, we brought 
these messages back to St Bride's and incorporated them into the Sunday evening healing 
service, which was well received.


From September to November the number of Open Table communities doubled, with new 
gatherings starting in St Helens, Wigan, Stoke and London. In October, members of Open Table 
hosted the Sunday morning and evening services on the theme of Asexual Awareness, and 
Bishop of Buckingham Alan Wilson (Guy's new boss) celebrated the evening service. In 
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November, Open Table featured in a Church Army research report, Sustaining Young Churches. In 
December, Open Table hosted the carol service, which almost doubled the previous highest 
turnout with around 150 people attending. 


In January 2017, Open Table successfully applied for a grant of £1700 to help cover travel and 
publicity expenses. In February, Fiona Thomas, Secretary for Education and Learning in the URC, 
led our commemoration of LGBT History Month, and the launch of the Appreciating Church book 
the next day, at which Kieran spoke about Open Table. We also lobbied our diocesan General 
Synod reps to vote against the House of Bishops' report on marriage and same-sex relationships, 
and Warren received an award at the launch of OneBodyOneFaith, the newly renamed charity 
formed from the merger of the Lesbian & Gay Christian Movement and Changing Attitude 
England.


In March the ninth Open Table began in the North East, and we confirmed that Open Table Sefton 
would start in June. In addition to these ten communities, we have also received expressions of 
interest from 20 other churches - 10 of these since February. It appears the Spirit is moving us 
towards what the Archbishops of Canterbury and York called a 'radical new Christian inclusion' in 
the Church of England following General Synod's rejection of the House of Bishops' report. 
Warren and Kieran spoke about the story of Open Table at a meeting organised by 
OneBodyOneFaith for those involved in ministry for the LGBT+ community. 


In March, Warren and Kieran met Bishop Paul to discuss the growth of Open Table and how we 
may sustain and develop it, and in April they spoke about the story of Open Table at a meeting 
organised by OneBodyOneFaith for those involved in ministry for the LGBT+ community. 
OneBodyOneFaith are supporting Open Table's development into a network beyond the Diocese 
of Liverpool. Warren and Kieran have also gathered our own 'Core Community' which we call the 
Open Table Dreamers, to help us discern and direct it in the coming year.


FISH  

If I had to say in a few words what FISH is about I would say something like – It is learning from 
one another and growing together through creativity.


What we do seems to have evolved into a bit of a pattern.  We enjoy working towards the services 
which we lead a couple of times a year.  They allow us to test our creativity, welcome everybody’s  
contributions, and explore topics that interest us all as a group.


We are always glad when what FISH creates is so warmly received.  The last service posed the 
question what makes us real?  The next one is going to be magical but that’s all I am allowed to 
say!


We do have lots of messy fun making things.  The current project involves balloons, wallpaper 
paste and newspaper and will eventually turn into the twelve disciples.  We hope.


What we are really grateful for are the young visitors who come and go.  We have had half a 
dozen children come and join us while their parents have sat in the congregation.  Some have 
come for one week others for more.  It is a delight when that happens and something we 
celebrate, they are a gift.


We have also been given the gift of two new more permanent members and that’s a joy.


Hope that’s a tiny insight into FISH friendly, inviting, spiritual and happy.  We always enjoy it when 
people pop in!


(Sandra Dears) 
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This year of vacancy has been challenging. But in true St Bride’s fashion the consequent 
extra responsibilities have been widely shared. None the less, very significant extra 
burdens have fallen on some key individuals who are deserving of our deep appreciation 
and thanks. 

Please take time to read this report and come to the AGM with any questions you 
may have about any aspect of the life and work of St Bride’s
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